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A: The problem is that you are defining a variable twice (nombre and bienvenido) and only
one is being declared globally. You can do this (changing the second line): int main() { int

bienvenido = "Hello"; const char *nombre = "Mauro"; /* rest of the code */ } Or you can turn
off the warnings in your compiler settings. The second option might save your skin if MPLAB

likes you. See C++17 § 8.1.6: If a name has the same name as a variable declared in the
same block or lexically accessible in the surrounding context, the program is ill-formed. A

name is declared in a block or context if and only if it is not explicitly declared in the source
code; see 7.1. The program is ill-formed even when no diagnostics are produced. A: It is a
warning message, and you can suppress it by adding -w. When you compile under -w the

compiler warns you about issues which, when ignored, can cause problems in later
compilation of the program. And, since warnings are usually good things, it is advisable to

suppress them, which is the reason for -w. A: declare a variable to be global - you are
declaring it twice /* global scope */ int nombre; int bienvenido; is a must!My full review will
be in there. Four-eyed lunchbox (pancho): A favorite site of ours for new products. Gemini
Kiss (pancho): If you love the movie and want to try out some of the makeup used, this is a
way to go. Barry Cosmetics (yb): This is where you'll find their foundation. You'll love the

light coverage and never need to apply more than once! It's a cult product.You'll find their
mascara, lip gloss, and blush here, too.I reviewed them here. I first made a small video in

which I cataloged the best price-freebies I found for you guys. I found a lot of great products
for under $10 that were on my wishlist (actually, some of them were on my biggest list! Lol
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